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ABSTRACT

Absolute doubly differential cross sections for electron emission are
presented for 0.5 MeV/u multi-charged ion impact on helium, neon, and argon
targets. For the helium target, Bq*, Cq+ (q = 2-5) and Oq+, Fq* (q = 3-6)
projectiles were studied; for neon and argon, only Cq+ (q = 2-5) projectiles were
used. Electron emission for 10° ___® .<_60° was studied. The measured cross

sections were assumed to scale as the square of an effective projectile charge,
Zeff, which was determined as a function of emitted electron energy and angle.

For distant collisions (low emitted electron energies), we find that Zeff = q for

small q and Zeff < q for the highest values of q investigated. For sufficiently

close collisions (above the binary encounter peak), Zeff > Z and increases as q

decreases. This is true for ali angles and targets investigated.

INTRODUCTION

In ion-atom collisions, target ionization results from coulomb interactions
between the target electron(s) and the projectile ion. Since the coulomb force
is proportional to the projectile nuclear charge Z, the cross sections (which are

proportional to the square of the force) are expected to increase as Z2 for
fast, fully stripped projectile impact. For structured projectile impact, meaning
projectiles with bound electrons of their own, the nuclear charge is partially
screened by the bound electrons. Thus, within the Born theory, the target
ionization cross sections will increase as the square of an effective projectile

charge, Zeff2, which is a function of the momentum transfer.l,2 This means that

for distant collisions, i.e., small k which generally means low energy electron
emission, the screening is quite effective and the cross sections should scale as
the square of the net ionic charge, q, independent of the nuclear charge Z. For

very close collisions, i.e., large k and therefore high energy electron emission,
where the screening is relatively ineffective, only the nuclear charge should be



important and the cross sections should scale as Z2, Independent of the

number of projectile electrons. These expectations are in accordance with
data reported by Stolterfoht3 for 2 MeV/u Oq,- 02 collisions.

Measurements of 0° emission of fast electrons, i.e., in the binary

encounter region, for various fully stripped ions4 have also confirmed the Z2
scaling predictions. However, similar experiments for partially stripped ion
impact demonstrate an "inverse q" scaling.5-7 By "inverse q" we mean that, for
fixed Z the binary peak intensity increases as q decreases. This means that the
cross sections for partially stripped projectiles are larger, not smaller, than
those for fully stripped projectiles. This observation has since been explained

by Reinhold et al.8 and generalized by Schultz and Olson.9 To date, however,
ali experimental studies demonstrating an inverse scaling effect have used 0°
electron emission and light (H2 and He) targets; but the theoretical work of

Schultz and Olson predicts that the scaling depends on the angle of emision
and no scaling should occur for electron emission at = 45°.

Thus we have performed a more systematic investigation of the
differential electron emission where the following parameters were investigated.
The projectile Z was varied from 5 to 9. The projectile charge state, q, was
varied from 2 to 5 for B and C impact and from 3 to 6 for O and F impact.

Selected angles of emission between 10 and 60° were investigated. Various
targets, namely He, Ne and Ar were studied. In ali cases, the impact energy
was 0.5 MeV/u and the electron emission was studied from approximately 20

eV to energies well above the binary encounter peak. The purposes of this

study were to investigate whether the scaling does indeed depend on the angle
of emission as predicted and to investigate whether the differences between
the "normal scaling as observed by Stolterfoht and the "inverse scaling"

described above was possibly related to the laboratory emission angles used
or to the target mass.

PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

These experiments were performed at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Where ion beams from a small tandem accelerator were stripped via

interactions with a thin carbon foil, momentum analyzed, and then directed into
the experimental apparatus. Because the stripper foil was located prior to the

analyzing magnet, care was taken to clearly identify the charge state and ion
velocity that entered the target region. The target chamber consisted of a

directed atomic beam target and a shielded, rotatable, cylindrical-sector
electron spectrometer and a channeltron detector. Magnetic fields inside the
chamber were reduced to less than a few milligauss. The measured electron

spectra were placed on an absolute scale by using a proton beam and



normalizing to absolute cross sections previously measured in our laboratory.

In order to investigate how the cross sections scale with Z and q,
Zeff(E,@)was determined for each projectile P and charge state q from

Zeff(£,@)= 125 o(£,®)pq+/o(E,® )E_+]_/2, where _ is the electron energy and
o(E,e)p_
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Fig. 1. Zeff(E,e) for 0.5 MeV/u Oq,-He collisions.chose this

approach to determine Zeff(_,®) since experimental uncertainties should cancel.

Results for Oq+ impact are shown in Fig. 1. In order to better compare
Zeff(E:,(9)for different angles, the absissa is v/cos® where v is the electron

velocity in units of the projectile velocity Vp. In these units, the binary peak
occurs at v/cos@ = 2 while electron loss and capture to the continuum

processes are at v/cosO = 1/cosO.
fhe data show that for small electron velocities, i.e., for distant

collisions, Zeff(E,(9 ) -'= q for small q but Ze.(_,(9) < q for larger q. There is no

apparant angular dependence. This behavior reflects how effectively the
projectile nuclear charge is screened for distant collisions. For close collisions,
specifically at the binary peak (v/cos(9 = 2), Ze. increases with q for small (9
but tends to be rather independent of q for larger ®, just as predicted by
Schultz and Olson. However, for closer collisions (v/cose > 2) Z,,ffis seen to

always increase with decreasing q, for ali projectiles and emission angles.



Data obtained for heavier targets, namely for Ne and Ar, generally
demonstrate the same characteristics as those just discussed for He.
However, the inverse q scaling, although present, is less dramatic for these

hearier targets. Thus this study indicates that an inverse q scaling of the cross
sections always occurs provided that the collision is close enough, lt is possible

that the normal scaling observed by Stolterfoht occurs because the impact
velocity is higher although the measurements described in ref. 5 extend to
nearly the same impact energies and still demonstate an inverse scaling for
close collisons. Hence an unresolved discrepancy remains.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that for sufficiently close collisions, the differential
cross sections systematically increase as electrons are added to a bare

" projectile ion. This appears to be independent of the emission angle and

target, although the increase is more dramatic for He than for Ne and Ar
targets. Trends indicated by the present data and previous studies performed
at 0° are in conflict with the measurements of Stolterfoht and an unresolved

discrepancy remains.

*Work supported in part by the Office of Health and Environmental Research,
U.S. DOE, Contract No. DE-ACO6-76RLO-1830, the Willkomm-Stiftung and BMFT.
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